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Abstract 

An overview of the development, implementation and application of quantum Monte Carlo (QMC) to electronic structure 
calculations of real systems such as atoms, molecules and solids is presented. The relation of QMC to traditional approaches 
is discussed and the basic notions of variational and diffusion Monte Carlo methods are introduced. The QMC applications 
are illustrated on calculations of excited states of transition metal atoms, energy ordering of Si and C clusters, and cohesive 
energies and excitations in insulating solids. Comparisons with other methods indicate the QMC advantages in accuracy, 
scaling in the number of electrons and scalability on parallel architectures. The variety of treated systems demonstrates the 
usefulness and wide applicability of this approach. The presented results show that QMC is providing a new alternative and 
is becoming a powerful tool for ab initio electronic structure calculations. 

1. Introduct ion 

A number of  methodologies for solving the elec- 
tronic structure of  real systems have been proposed 
over the last few decades. In spite of  that, the be- 
haviour of  interacting electrons and ions described by 
the Schr6dinger equation remains a central focal point 
for many physicists and chemists. The grand chal- 
lenge of  solving the many-body Schr6dinger problem 
is a consequence of  several key difficulties: singular 
Coulomb interactions, anti-symmetry and other sym- 
metry constraints, large number of  particles in a typ- 
ical system of  interest, and the requirement of  an ex- 
tremely high accuracy for meaningful results. Further 
complications involve, for example, zero point motion 
effects for systems involving light elements, relativis- 
tic effects for heavy elements, etc. 

In order to simplify such a complex task, a variety 
of  approximate approaches have been developed. The 

Local Density Approximation (LDA) [ 1 ] and its fur- 
ther generalizations belong to the most successful ap- 
proaches in this category. In the LDA approach, the es- 
timations of  the one-body electron density and ground 
state energy are found by minimization of  an approxi- 
mate energy functional derived from the theory of  the 
homogeneous electron gas, a well-understood model 
system. This method continues to have a significant 
impact on the field of  electronic structure as it often 
produces very reasonable results at a low computa- 
tional cost. However, the LDA method is inadequate 
in many cases, especially when a high accuracy of  the 
order of  0.1 eV for energy differences is required. 

At the same time, many-body approaches such as 
Coupled Cluster (CC) or Configuration Interaction 
(CI)  methods, based on a wavefunction expansion in 
an appropriate basis set [2] ,  have been developed to 
a high level of  sophistication [3].  However, it is well 
known that even if these methods are formally exact, 
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their applicability is limited to rather small systems 
because of a slow convergence in the one-particle basis 
set. 

The development of computer technology opened 
new horizons for exploring stochastic strategies in 
quantum many-body calculations. This possibility was 
recognized in the early days of quantum mechanics 
as Fermi noted that the imaginary time Schr6dinger 
equation represents a many-dimensional diffusion 
process with a branching term and with some new 
quantum features (anti-symmetry and other symmetry 
constraints). The first calculations which employed a 
probabilistic view on solving the Schr6dinger equa- 
tion were carried out by McMillan, Kalos, Ceperley 
and others [4,5]. These methods, known as quan- 
tum Monte Carlo (QMC), calculate samples of the 
many-body wavefunction and treat the many-body 
effects explicitly and directly. The significant advan- 
tage of QMC is that it can relatively easily capture 
genuine features of the many-body wavefunction such 
as electron-electron cusps and other multi-particle 
effects. On the other hand, it is much more difficult to 
deal efficiently with the anti-symmetry of the wave- 
function in the QMC framework. Therefore QMC 
can be viewed as a method complementary to the 
traditional approaches which describe the many-body 
effects rather inefficiently while they maintain the 
antisymmetry rather easily using Slater determinants. 

Our effort to build a well-founded QMC methodol- 
ogy, initiated several years ago [ 6], was focused on the 
following goals: development of the electronic struc- 
ture QMC methods for both localized and extended 
systems, development of pseudopotential QMC tech- 
niques to deal with heavy atoms, implementation of 
the codes on vector and parallel architectures and, fi- 
nally, application of these developments to real sys- 
tems. In what follows, we provide a short overview of 
some of the important achievements of these efforts. 

First, we outline the basic notions of the varia- 
tional and diffusion Monte Carlo methods, forms of 
trial wavefunctions and treatment of atomic cores for 
heavy elements. Next, we present results for atoms, 
molecules and solids and compare the current QMC 
performance with other methods. Finally, some of the 
unsolved challenges and future tasks are discussed. 

2. Methods 

2.1. Variational Monte Carlo (VMC) 

In variational Monte Carlo an analytically given trial 
wavefunction, ~V, is constructed and corresponding 
expectation values are evaluated using stochastic in- 
tegration techniques. For example, the variational en- 
ergy is given by an average of the local energy Eioc, 

(~TIHI~T) ~ 1 ~ Hq'T(Rm) 
Ev-  (q~Tlqtr) --Um=l ~t,.r(Rm ) 

M 

m=l 

where H denotes the Hamiltonian of N electrons and, 
for simplicity, static ions, 

H :  Z l v i  - ~ Z_.~/...~ + Elon-Ion, 
i=1 1 ri l  " " 

(2) 

while {Rm) is a set of statistically independent elec- 
tron configurations in 3N-dimensional space, dis- 
tributed proportionally to qtr2(R). The configurations 
can be generated, for example, by the Metropolis pro- 
cedure [5]. The estimator has a statistical character 
with an error bar given by C/v/--M, where C depends 
on the properties of the sampled function such as its 
variation and smoothness but is independent of the 
dimensionality of the problem. The intention of sta- 
tistical integration in VMC is to provide variational 
freedom for the functional forms of ~v, discussed in 
more detail in Section 2.3. 

Variational Monte Carlo often produces surprisingly 
good results. For example, VMC calculations of first 
row atoms with a small number of variational param- 
eters found electron affinities and ionization poten- 
tials which are in a very good agreement with experi- 
ments [7]. For small systems with few electrons, ex- 
ceedingly accurate wavefunctions and energies can be 
obtained [8]. Moreover, calculations of Fahy et al. 
[9,10] have shown that VMC combined with the elim- 
ination of atomic cores gives excellent predictions for 
the cohesive energies of silicon and carbon solids. 

The VMC method is based on a priori given func- 
tional form(s) of qtT. This is a potential source of vari- 
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ational bias, especially in calculations of energy dif- 
ferences for different systems such as isolated atoms 
and a solid, e.g., for the evaluation of a cohesive en- 
ergy. In fact, except for a small number of cases of 
highly accurate calculations for few electron systems, 
all total energy methods to some extent rely on error 
cancellation. Arguably, this is more serious in VMC 
because there is much less experience with this method 
and also because of a lack of VMC standards. 

2.2. Diffusion Monte Carlo (DMC) 

The diffusion Monte Carlo method is used to elim- 
inate a large part of  the variational bias. It is based on 
the operator exp[ - t ( H  - E) ] which projects out the 
lowest state of the prescribed symmetry, ~ ,  from an 
overlapping trial function ~r ,  

~ ( R )  oc lim q~(R,t) = lira e x p [ - t ( H - E ) ]  
I ~ O O  t --'+ OO 

x~/'y(R) ((~'T[~) 40), (3) 

so that the function ~ (R, t) solves the imaginary time 
Schr6dinger equation 

-cT, q~( R,t)  = ( H -  E ) ~ (  R,t)  . (4) 

We can rewrite Eq. (4) into an integral form and intro- 
duce importance sampling by ~r .  Then the importance 
sampled solution f (  R, t) = ~ (  R, t) ~T( R) obeys 

f ( R , t + T )  = f G(R ' ,R , r )  f ( R ' , t ) d R ' ,  (5) 

with the kernel 

G( R', R, z) = qtTJ ( R') 11tT( R) 

× ( e ' l e x p [ - T ( n - E ) ] [ R  ). (6) 

Formally, the stochastic solution of (5) is straight- 
forward. The function f ( R ,  t) is represented by a set 
of 102-104 random walkers (sampling points) in the 
3N-dimensional space of electron configurations. The 
walkers are propagated according to the kernel (6),  
which is known for small 7" [5,11], and Eq. (5) is 
iterated to the large t limit. The propagation involves 
diffusion, drift and branching processes [11]. The 
method is formally exact provided the boundary con- 
ditions, i.e., fermion nodes where the antisymmetric 
solution 1/' (R, o~) = 0, are known. Unfortunately, the 

antisymmetry does not specify the nodes completely, 
and we must rely on approximations. The commonly 
used fixed-node approximation enforces the nodes of 
f ( R ,  t) to be identical to the nodes ~r (R) .  For most 
systems the impact of this approximation is rather 
small and will be illustrated on applications later. 

The result of such a calculation is a set of samples of 
the fixed-node approximation ~O (R).  These samples 
are used for estimating expectation values such as the 
mixed estimator Eo for the energy 

(~TIHI~D) ~ 1 ~ H~FT(R.,) 
E D -  (~ltTIIttD) M m=l ~v(Rm) ' (7) 

where sampling points {Rm} a r e  distributed according 
to f ( R ,  t --~ o~). One can show that the mixed es- 
timator is variational [12], and further details of  the 
DMC method can be found in the book by Hammond 
et al. [ 13] and references therein. 

2.3. Trial wavefunctions 

The important advantage of VMC is that it en- 
ables us to build explicitly correlated wavefunctions. 
In addition, high accuracy wavefunctions are impor- 
tant also for the DMC approach because of a signifi- 
cant gain in efficiency. The many-body features of the 
true wavefunction can be incorporated into ~T, and a 
large amount of correlation energy can be recovered 
using surprisingly simple functional forms. A com- 
monly used qtT is a product of determinant and corre- 
lation parts, 

~T(R) = Z dnDet,{~0,~} Det,{¢t~} exp [U] .  (8) 
n 

The spin-up and spin-down Slater determinants 
use one-body orbitals q~,~, ~,# from various types 
of calculations such as Hartree-Fock (HF),  multi- 
configuration HF or LDA. In the case of near- 
degeneracies more than one configuration is used to 
describe correctly the zero-order approximation of 
the wavefunction [ 14,15]. 

The correlation factor is given by 

U = Z u(ril ,  rjl, rij) , (9) 
i,j,I 

where i, j and I are electron and ion labels, respec- 
tively, and ril, rjl, ri) denote corresponding distances. 
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The function u(r i l ,  r il, rq) is expanded in an appro- 
priate basis set, and the expansion coefficients are it- 
eratively optimized using configurations from VMC 
runs [ 14,16]. The optimization is usually done by 
minimization of the energy variance, given by 

o_2 = (~rl ( I-I*er/~r - Ev)21'Itr) (10) 

which is a more robust procedure than the minimiza- 
tion of the variational energy [ 14]. (The variational 
energy estimated with a finite number of statistical 
samples can be ill-behaved in some regions of the vari- 
ational parameter space.) 

A typical number of variational parameters in our 
calculations is ,-~ 20. Experience with the currently 
used functional forms of u(ril, rjl, r U) [ 16,17] in- 
dicates that the wavefunction improvement for more 
than ~ 25 parameters is marginal. 

The functional form (8) contrasts with the tradi- 
tional basis set methods which expand the wavefunc- 
tion in a sum of products of one-body orbitals in or- 
der to evaluate expectation values by reducing many- 
body integrals to few-dimensional ones. Overall, this 
may seem like a more viable strategy compared to the 
Monte Carlo estimators (1) and (7) with their in- 
evitable error bars. However, the crucial issue is the 
capability of the basis set to describe the true wave- 
function, and this is where the inefficiency of the basis 
set methods comes in. 

2.4. Atomic cores 

It has been repeatedly shown [ 13] that the treat- 
ment of atomic cores is difficult within the QMC 
methods. The main reason is a rapid growth of the 
total energy with increasing atomic number and a 
corresponding growth of fluctuations in the sam- 
pling process. However, for valence properties the 
atomic cores are essentially inert and can be con- 
sidered frozen for heavier elements. In QMC the 
frozen cores are replaced by effective core potentials 
(nonlocal pseudopotentials) [ 6,18,19 ] with the cor- 
responding change of the electron-ion part in (2). 
There are also alternative approaches such as the 
pseudo-Hamiltonian [20] method or special sampling 
techniques like the damped-core method [21 ]. 

Treatment of the noniocal effective core operators 
requires a modification of the DMC method. This is 

the consequence of the fact that the Green function 
with nonlocal operators may not be a positive function 
everywhere which is in a direct contradiction with the 
probabilistic interpretation invoked in Eq. (5). One 
option for dealing with this difficulty was proposed 
by Hammond et al. [ 19] and in a similar manner by 
Hurley and Christiansen [ 18]. In DMC, the operator 
which represents the nonlocal pseudopotentials, W, is 
replaced by 

W~r 
W , - -  (11) 

~v  

Therefore, instead of nonlocal one-body operators 
we have a projection onto the trial function. This, in 
essence, defines a new local effective core operator 
which depends on the trial function. This also means 
that there is no guarantee that the energy estimation 
will be an upper bound to the energy of the original 
Hamiltonian with W. However, the error introduced by 
this replacement vanishes quadratically in the error of 
~ r  [6]. In our calculations we were able to construct 
sufficiently accurate trial functions so that the effect 
of this localization approximation was rather small. 
Limited tests indicated a systematic energy shift of 
the order of 0.1 eV/atom for both sp systems and 3d 
transition elements with the Ne-core pseudopotentials 
[ 15,22]. In practice, it is quite difficult to distinguish 
this error from the fixed-node approximation [6]. 
Therefore, later in the text we consider only the total 
DMC error which includes both these approximations. 

Very recently, the treatment of nonlocal operators 
in DMC was advanced by ten Haaf et al. [23,24]. In 
their work the operator W is decomposed into W+ and 
W_, which are defined as 

<e'lW_le> = <R'IWIR>O[ <R'IWIR) 

x ~ r ( R )  ~T(R ' )  ] ,  (12a) 

(e ' lw+le)  = (R'IWIR)O[-<RqWIR) 

X~T(  R)q~T( R ') ] ,  (12b) 

where O[.] is the Heaviside step function. The 'sign 
flipping part' W_ is then projected onto the trial func- 
tion similarly to Eq. ( 11 ) while the W+ part is actu- 
ally sampled in the stochastic process. Therefore, the 
replaced effective core potential is given by 

W ~ f ( R ' I W + I R  ) dR' 
J 
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+~,(' (R) J(n'[w_lR)~'r(n') an'. (13) 

The interesting aspect of such a modification is that 
although the energy depends on gtr it is always above 
the exact energy of the original Hamiltonian with W. 
Moreover, the energy converges to the exact one as g 'r  
approaches the exact eigenstate. Unfortunately, this 
approach does not have the zero variance property. 
This means that even for gtr equal to the exact so- 
lution, the local energy is not an eigenvalue and will 
exhibit fluctuations of the order of the pseudopotential 
amplitude, thus decreasing the efficiency of the sam- 
pling process. However, the idea is certainly an inter- 
esting one and deserves to be tested on real chemical 
systems. 

3. Applications 

3.1. Atoms 

We will present results of two atomic calculations: 
the electron affinity of the Sc atom [ 16] and excited 
states, ionization potential, and electron affinity for the 
Fe atom [ 15 ]. 

The Sc-  anion is rather unusual. The additional 
electron does not occupy the d state, like for the rest 
of stable 3d anions, but rather occupies the 4p state, 
similar to Ca -  [25]. Moreover, the state does not 
obey Hund's rule, and the ground state is a singlet 
I D ( 3 d 4 s 2 4 p ) .  Because the 4p state is very weakly 
bounded with a very small density in the core region, 
we have used the Ar-core pseudopotentiais with only 
4 electrons in the valence space. QMC was able to re- 
produce Sc-  correctly, and an estimation of the elec- 
tron affinity of 0.18 (2) eV agrees extremely well with 
the experimental value of 0.19(2) eV. 

The calculations of the Fe atom were done with 
Ne-core pseudopotentials generated within multi- 
configuration HF with the scalar relativistic effects 
included [15]. A comparison with experiment and 
with the most accurate quantum chemistry calcula- 
tions shows that QMC is very competitive (Table 1 ). 
The overall agreement with experiment is excellent 
with an average error of ~ 0.15 eV. It is interesting 
that none of the methods predicted correctly the small 
electron affinity of this element. QMC shows essen- 
tially zero affinity which means that it corrects for 

Table I 
VMC and DMC first ionization potential (I. IP), electron affinity 
(EA) and excitation energies [eV[ of the Fe atom as compared 
with experiment and other calculations. LSDA corresponds to 
Local Spin Density Approximation results [47] and CCSD(T) 
results are from Ref. [48]. 

I. 1P 5D ---* 3 F  5D ~ 5F EA 

HF 6.35 7.94 2.06 -2.36 
LSDA 7.93 3.04 0.10 
CCSD(T) 7.79 - 1.07 -0.16 
VMC 7.61(6) 4 .73(6)  0 . 8 4 ( 4 )  -0.72(6) 
DMC 7.67(6) 4 .24(9)  0 . 8 4 ( 6 )  -0.03(9) 
Exp. 7.87 4.07 0.87 0.15 

94% of the HF erroneous estimation of -2 .36  eV. At 
the same time, this result shows the limit of accuracy 
of the trial function used, which for the determinantal 
part included only two configurations (4s 2 -4 4p 2) 
[ 15], and a more accurate trial function is highly de- 
sirable in this case. However, the overall performance 
of QMC is excellent and shows great promise for 
calculations of transition element systems. 

3.2. Molecular systems 

Very recently we have performed calculations of 
silicon [26] and carbon clusters [27] which enabled 
us to study the impact of correlation effects on the 
structure and stability of isomers in a range from a 
few to 20 atoms. These high accuracy calculations 
also provided interesting comparisons between QMC, 
other methods and experiments (Fig. l ). For example, 
we have found that for larger neutral Si clusters LDA 
describes the energy differences very reliably. On the 
other hand, we have discovered that LDA was not 
adequate for the Si~- 3 anion, with the prediction of an 
incorrect ground state symmetry [26]. In addition, 
the QMC binding energies were within a few percent 
of experiment while the LDA method overbound by 
about 20%. 

The calculations of carbon clusters [27] demon- 
strated much more dramatic discrepancies, espe- 
cially for C20 isomers. In particular, the work of 
Raghavachari et al. [28] pointed out large differences 
between HF, LDA and several Generalized Gradient 
Approximation (GGA) functionals. Our calculations 
of three isomers of C20 in the dimerized chain, re- 
laxed graphite bowl and distorted dodecahedron cage 
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Fig. I. Binding energy of the most stable Si clusters from HF, LDA 
and DMC methods compared with available experiments [261. 

Table 2 
The comparison of HE LDA, DMC and experiment for the co- 
hesive energy [eV/atom], I" ---, X band gap and F point band 
width leVI of diamond 

Method Cohesive energy Band gap Band width 
F25¢ ---+ XIc Fit, ~ 1"25, 

HF 5.4 13.2 29.4 
LDA 8.4 4.6 22. I 
DMC 7.2( 1 ) 6 .0 (4)  23 .9(7)  
Exp. 7.35 6.1 24.3 

sive energies with experiments. Our calculations of 
excitons in large gap insulators [ 22,30] expanded the 
applicability of the QMC methods for solids beyond 
the ground state properties. The exciton energies, 
after correcting for small electron-hole interaction, 
enabled us to find indirect gap energies with signifi- 
cant improvement over the mean-field approaches. An 
example of such a calculation is our study of diamond 
[30]. The band structure shown in Fig. 3 is found by 
the Hartree-Fock method using the CRYSTAL pack- 
age [ 31 ]. Table 3 provides a comparison of the cohe- 
sive energy, the excitation from/-'25, ~ X l c  and also 
the result of an attempt to estimate the valence band- 
width at the F point. The bandwidth can be calculated 
in a similar manner as the gap. One simply calculates 
two excited states, Fl~, ~ X lc  and F25, ~ X tc ,  both 
of them the lowest states of different symmetries. The 
difference of these two excitations gives an estima- 
tion of the band width. A generalization of this idea 
offers interesting new possibilities for QMC studies 
of band structures. In addition, the combination of 
excited state calculations with electron addition and 
removal can lead to a study of excitonic effects which 
are of high interest, e.g., in transition metal oxides or 
C60 related materials. 

4. Comparison of QMC and other methods 

structures (Fig. 2) revealed an extremely fine inter- 
play between the Coulomb, exchange and correlation 
contributions and, contrary to the LDA predictions, 
indicated the graphitic bowl as the lowest energy iso- 
mer [27]. Various GGAs produced varying isomer 
orderings between the two extreme cases represented 
by the LDA and HF results (Table 2). We believe that 
these results might have far-reaching consequences 
because of the importance of carbon bonding capabil- 
ities as a foundation of organic chemistry. Evidently, 
electron correlation plays an extremely important role 
in molecular carbon and crucially affects its stable 
and metastable geometrical conformations. 

3.3. S o l i d s  

Several applications of QMC methods to solids 
such as silicon, diamond or germanium [9,10,29,49] 
demonstrated an excellent agreement of QMC cohe- 

The presented results indicate the current strengths 
of QMC methods: accurate estimations of binding and 
cohesive energies, accurate energy differences for var- 
ious structural conformations, insight into the corre- 
lation effects and their impact on structure and stabil- 
ity. In addition, the capability of providing total en- 
ergies for a variety of systems, from atoms through 
molecules to solids, using the same correlated wave- 
function method is unique and extremely valuable. The 
perspectives for studies of band structures in solids by 
QMC are also very encouraging. 

QMC significantly improves the agreement with ex- 
periment when compared with the LDA approach, typ- 
ically by a factor of 5 to 10. Moreover, the applications 
show that the QMC methods are competitive with the 
current high accuracy basis set approaches and, at the 
same time, can be applied to much larger systems. 

Table 4 shows a comparison of the performance of 
the VMC and DMC methods and the HF, LDA and 
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Fig. 2. Atomic structure of C2o isomers: dimerized ring, relaxed graphite bowl and distorted dodecahedron cage 127,281. 

Table 3 
The comparison of relative energies (eV) of C2o isomers as obtained by HE LDA, DMC and gradient corrected functional methods 127 

HF LDA DMC B-LYP B3-LYP B-PW91 B3-PW9 ! 

Ring 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
Bowl 1.6 -3 .2  - 1.1 ( 2 ) I. I 0.4 -0 .5  -0 .8  
Cage 4.6 -4 .3  I. 1 (2) 3.4 2.3 0.3 -0.1 

Table 4 
The comparison of HE LDA, VMC, DMC and CCSD(T) methods. See text for more details. 

Method Ec,,,r Ecoh; Ebind errors Scaling in # of corr. e -  Total time for Cm 

HF 0 50% N 3 14 

LDA N/A 15-25% N 3 ~a~ I 
VMC ~ 85% 2-10% N 3 %. eN 4 (b) 16 

DMC ~ 95% 1-4% N 3 + ~N,~ ~b) 300 
CCSD(T) ~ 75% ~c) 10-15% (c) N 7 1500 ~c) 

Ca) recently, LDA algorithms with scaling proportional to N have been proposed [50,511. 
(b) e ~ 10-3_10-4. 
~c~ with 6-31 IG* basis set; in the limit of infinite basis set and order of excitations the CC method is formally exact and therefore 
can provide essentially exact results for small, few-atom systems. We quote results for 6-31 I G* basis sets and SD(T) level of excitations 

which was the most that we could computationally afford for the CH~ systems. 

CC approaches. This is by no means an exhaustive 
comparison as we have used results scattered over the 
literature and our own tests mostly for sp systems with 
a few elements such as C, N, H and Si. Therefore, 
the compared characteristics should be understood as 
approximate typical values (as it is not very difficult to 
find exceptions in any direction). Compared quantities 
are listed as follows: 

(i) Percentage of valence correlation energy (Eco~r= 
Eexact- EHF) recovered, estimated by compar- 
isons with high accuracy calculations for small 
systems and by combining HF, correlated atomic 

and experimental data for larger systems. 
(ii) Errors in binding or cohesive energies. 

(iii) Scaling of computational demands for total en- 
ergies as a function of the number of electrons. 

(iv) Actual computational time for the Ci0 [ 27] clus- 
ter. We used the GAMESS code for the HF cal- 
culations and GAUSSIAN94 for CCSD(T) ; the 
target QMC error bar was 0.01 eV/atom and the 
absolute unit of time was 90 seconds of a Cray 
C90 processor. 

The last quantity is quite an ambiguous one, as it de- 
pends on implementation, type of compuler, etc., and 
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Fig. 3. Hartree-Fock band structure of diamond. The filled cir- 
cles indicate states which are occupied in the 8-atom simulation 
supercell. 

can vary easily by a factor of 3 or more. Therefore, 
for the computer time only the orders of magnitude 
are meaningful. 

There are several interesting facts to notice in Ta- 
ble 4. For example, the VMC computational demands 
are very close to those of the HF method. One of the 
most interesting results is that relatively simple trial 
functions given by (7) and (8) with about 20 vari- 
ational parameters consistently recover about 85% of 
the correlation energy for a variety of systems in the 
range from a few to more than 200 valence electrons. 
This is perhaps the strongest demonstration of the effi- 
ciency and appropriateness of the treatment of many- 
body effects in QMC. The remaining error of about 
5% of the correlation energy for the DMC method is a 
consequence of the two approximations involved: the 
fixed-node error and the trial function projection of the 
effective core potentials (localization error). It is dif- 
ficult to estimate the individual contributions of these 
two approximations [ 6,15 ], although we conjecture 
that the largest part is the fixed-node error. Finally, Ta- 
ble 4 shows an onset of  the unfavorable scaling of the 
CCSD(T) method even for a rather small basis set. 

Besides the scaling, the QMC methods have fur- 
ther advantages for implementation on parallel archi- 
tectures. The QMC method, as a typical stochastic ap- 
proach based on the accumulation of information from 
independent random samples, has an inherent paral- 
lelism essentially built-in. To explore this advantage 

one has to parallelize along the sampling points do- 
main, which implies that a simulation should fit into 
the memory of one processor. This seems not to be a 
restriction for the near future: we estimate that a 500 
electron simulation will be feasible in such a mode 
with 64-128 Mb of memory per processor. The occa- 
sional communication necessary for the DMC method 
to stabilize the sampling points population is quite neg- 
ligible. Moreover, there is a flexibility between mem- 
ory, computer time and size of the sampling ensem- 
ble which can be used to optimize the calculation for 
a given architecture. The scalability advantage is al- 
ready being explored and several groups have imple- 
mented QMC codes in parallel. 

The length of the codes is another argument in fa- 
vor of QMC, although to a lesser extent than it is 
sometimes claimed. It is true that a version of QMC 
for a small system with a simple trial function can be 
quite short (say, a few hundred lines). However, an 
efficient code which can deal with more complicated 
systems, multi-configuration wavefunctions and pseu- 
dopotentials has to be substantially longer, although 
still probably not of the size of an efficient quantum 
chemistry package. 

For the convenience of the reader, we note that re- 
views with many thorough discussions for a range of 
QMC topics have been published very recently [ 32- 
34,13]. 

5. Tasks and challenges for the future 

In this part we will mention a few research direc- 
tions which we consider to be challenging, important 
and worth pursuing in the future. 

Fermion sign problem 
One of the fundamental questions for QMC is 

whether there exists an 'exact' stochastic algorithm 
for fermions which, for a prescribed error, scales like 
a low-order polynomial in the number of particles. 
(For boson ground states we know that this is the 
case [5] ). The difficulty with fermions manifests in 
the fermion sign problem, which is in practice over- 
come by the fixed-node approximation [35,11] or, 
for small systems, by algorithms with exponential 
scaling [36]. There are various ways to formally deal 
with this difficulty, and claims that the fermion prob- 
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lem has been solved have appeared many times in the 
literature [37]. However, as far as we know, there is 
no proof that there is such an algorithm for a general 
many-fermion system. What has been done was the 
development of algorithms capable of obtaining high 
or very high accuracy results for small systems [38]. 
This was achieved by filling the electron configuration 
space by walkers and using symmetries to increase 
the efficiency of the so-called cancellation algorithms 
[39,13] or by the release node method [36]. Stim- 
ulating developments were suggested by Zhang and 
Kalos [40], with new algorithm ingredients such as 
coupling and biasing of the walkers in order to in- 
crease the efficiency of cancellation. The potential of 
these ideas for large-scale calculations remains to be 
investigated. 

Another way of approaching this problem is 
through parametrizations of fermion nodes, in gen- 
eral, (3N - 1 )-dimensional hypersurfaces. Although 
not too much is known about these complex objects 
[41 ], and it is difficult to imagine that one will be 
able to parametrize the nodes in a completely arbitrary 
fashion, systematic improvement of the fixed-node 
wavefunctions would be of practical value for many 
applications. Currently, we understand that near- 
degeneracies affect the nodes significantly, which is 
obvious because of large weights of such configura- 
tions in the CI wavefunction expansions [ 14]. How- 
ever, nonnegligible fixed-node errors can be detected 
also in cases with no significant near-degeneracy 
effects. The effort of Filippi and Umrigar [42] to 
optimize both orbitals and weights of configurations 
together with correlation factors for the first-row 
dimers provides several examples of decreasing the 
fixed-node error and points out the prospects of such 
an approach. 

Clearly the fermion sign problem remains one of 
the most important unsolved challenges of the QMC 
method. 

Accuracy of O.01 eV 
For some electronic structure phenomena an accu- 

racy of ~ 0.01 eV would be desirable. Such a goal de- 
mands a significant increase in accuracy of each com- 
ponent of the whole approach. In particular, one has 
to consider: 

(ii)  

(iii) 

a more accurate treatment of atomic cores, i.e., 
using high accuracy pseudopotentials and/or in- 
cluding more electrons into the valence space 
and therefore decreasing the core size; another 
possibility is to include core-polarization and 
core-relaxation corrections [43 ] ; 
an algorithmic circumventing of the fermion 
sign problem or ability to construct more accu- 
rate trial wavefunctions with small fixed-node 
errors;  

an overall increase in efficiency (faster algo- 
rithms, more efficient trial functions, better sam- 
piing). 

Geometries 
One of the important developments which has not 

been implemented yet into the QMC methodology is 
the calculation of forces for geometry optimizations, 
vibrational analysis, etc. Clearly, new techniques have 
to be designed to overcome the handicap of error bars 
which complicates the evaluation of forces and Hes- 
sians. One can imagine using correlated sampling for 
numerical estimations of the derivatives or the direct 
Hellman-Feynman formulation. However, a signifi- 
cant amount of testing and investigation has to be car- 
ried out in either of these possibilities. A discussion 
on this subject can be found in the book of Hammond, 
Lester and Reynolds [ 13]. 

Standardization and a future impact 
There are several issues which have to be addressed 

before a more routine use of QMC methods will take 
place. 

First, although calculations done so far show a big 
span of applications, more systematic accuracy stud- 
ies are desirable. It is evident that the method has 
to demonstrate its performance for a wide range of 
molecules and extended systems, and areas of efficient 
applicability should be understood and, ideally, quan- 
tified. 

The second issue has to do with the fact that so far 
standards of the QMC methodology are defined rather 
vaguely. This, together with the statistical character of 
results, makes it difficult to repeat the calculations, say, 
by an independent code. It is evident that standards 
accepted, e.g., in quantum chemistry, such as basis 
sets, methods and ultimately extensive research tools 
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represented by packages such as GAMESS and others, 
were of  high benefit for the development of  that field. 

Perhaps the most useful standards could be listed 
as follows: 

(i) methods, such as VMC, fixed-node DMC, in- 
cluding the Green's functions, etc.; 

(ii) functional forms and parameters of  correlation 
factors, optimization methods; 

(iii) representation of  cores such as pseudopotentials, 
pseudo-Hamiltonian, and their treatment in vari- 
ous methods, basis sets for the pseudopotentials; 

(iv) reproducible test examples. 
We believe that a proper specification of  at least some 
of  these items might save some unnecessary confusion 
and increase productivity in the whole field. 

6. Conclusions 

sight into the recent progress of  QMC methods. There 
is a list of  remarkable achievements for the last five 
years: extremely high accuracy calculations of  small 
molecules [ 38 ], treatment of  hydrogen solids with in- 
clusion of  proton zero point motion [44],  predictive 
calculations of  covalent clusters with up to almost 100 
valence electrons [26,27], and unprecedented corre- 
lated calculations of  covalent solids including the first 
band gap estimations [9,22]. Further generalizations 
of  this approach are under way: the treatment of  mag- 
netic fields with the fixed-phase method [45] and the 
development of  the fermion Path Integral Monte Carlo 
method [46] which provides tools for finite tempera- 
ture studies. 

On the basis of  these achievements we believe that 
QMC is becoming a new alternative and a powerful 
research tool for ab initio electronic structure calcula- 
tions, 

With the advance of  technology at all levels, there 
is a growing need for high accuracy in the descrip- 
tion and predictions of  electronic structure for mate- 
rials and substances with technological potential or 
ecological implications. For example, developments of  
nanostructure materials, C60 related systems, clusters 
for catalysis or molecular drug design clearly demon- 
strates that technology depends on smaller and smaller 
energy differences, often reaching the level of  a few 
chemical bonds and chemical accuracy. The fact that, 
e.g., drug and biochemistry companies actually pro- 
duce a huge number of  substances and then analyze 
their properties one-by-one indicates that the power of  
computational methods is rather limited. Perhaps there 
is less of  a need for simplified approximate pictures 
or models and more of  a need for a reliable approach 
(or approaches) which can deal with extremely com- 
plex systems of  thousands of  degrees of  freedom, with 
an accuracy which enables predictions of  equilibrium 
conformations, excitations, reaction barriers, etc., with 
an accuracy of  1 kcal /mol or even less. Perhaps we 
need less of  the traditional reductionism and more of  a 
new type of  reductionism based on well-defined func- 
tional units (methods, algorithms, packages) which 
can be used as a part of  other, possibly more global and 
complex, research efforts. We believe that the QMC 
approach can be one of  the examples which will fit 
such a vision. 

We hope that this article has provided some in- 
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